Request for Proposal (RFP) or Media Inquiries

You may experience questions or inquiries. Such communications may occur before or after it is posted for Vendors to review.

- To make sure the sourcing process is a fair, competitive, transparent, and defensible process, it is important not to discuss with potential proposers/vendors the RFP, RFP process, or potential contract as a result of the RFP process.
- Those who are directly part of the evaluation process will receive DOJ guidance on the procurement and evaluation process.
- Once the contract is negotiated and finalized, the applicable communications required for the project may begin with a Contractor.
Contacts for this sourcing process

All RFP questions
• Brenda Derge, DOJ Procurement
• DOJpurchasing@doj.state.wi.us

Any media inquiries regarding this RFP
• Rebecca Ballweg
• DOJcommunications@doj.state.wi.us

Thank you!